


 

 
ASM’s Masterview Shades are 
custom made in our Houston 
Facility with industry leading 
cutting tables and welders. 
Perfect for interior and exterior 
use, Masterview shade systems 
has the perfect solution for all 
your operating shade needs.  

. 

Exterior Zipper Track System 











 Maestroshield Smart Motor 

 For use on shades up to 20ft x 14ft 

 Plug in 110v or hardwire 

 Exterior rated  

 Smart Motor automatically adds each shade to 
All Channel function saving you programming 
time. 

 

5 Year Warranty 































  

 The Masterview ZipperTrack Screen System brings together the craftsmanship of design and the 

innovation of high-tech engineering. Perfect for Garages, Outdoor living spaces, Restaurant patios, and 

much more!!! 

  

Available in Crank, or Motor operations 

  

The system is available in a variety of fabrics, densities, and colors which provide the capability to block out 

up to 95% of Ultra-Violet solar rays. The systems extrusions are available in four colors (white, bronze, 

beige, and ivory), Special order colors are available with 1000 lb minimum orders for each shape needed. 

  

  

This product is designed to shelter against insects while  providing  energy-efficient sun-shading, climate 

control capability, and rain/wind reduction. 

  

  

Our detailed manual is organized with an emphasis on measurement, ordering,  and installation,  making  it  

an  all-inclusive  reference guide to understand the system. 

  

  

The following instructions are extensive, HOWEVER with all manufacturing, these instructions  are  to  be  

considered  standard  and used as a primary guide until experience is gained. 



 

 

The picture below shows an opening with a screen that is installed using a flush mount on the outside of the 

opening. Flush mounting can just as easily be installed outside (facing away from the house) or inside (facing 

into the house) of the opening. In the picture below the system is mounted flush on the outside of the opening, 

here the ASM automatically added 5 1/2” for the hood and 

2” on either side for the side rails. When measuring width, make sure to check the bottom, middle and top of the 

opening, and take the widest measurement. When measuring height, measure the left, middle and right sides, 

take the tallest measurement. 

 



Finished Opening 

 

In the photo below, the end user needs the screen to be installed within the opening. In this instance the 

dealer takes the measurement of the opening, under “kind” column note “ Finished” 

 

When measuring for a “ finished” opening, take the shortest width and deduct ¼”. Remember to take 

bottom, middle and top of the opening. 

 

When measuring height take left, middle, and right sides, taking the tallest measurement, if one side is 

longer the installer will have to field cut the side track or level the bottom before installing the hood. 



 Tips on Measurement 
   When taking width and height measurements, experience 

suggests that a great way to keep installation difficulties to a 
minimum is by taking top, middle, and bottom for width, 
and left, right, and middle for height. Going this extra step 
has proven to be an effective way of discovering potential 
issues before the actual installation. 

   
  Each opening is different, each wall and floor has its own 

variations, and deviations. No matter how flush and plum 
things appear, using the recommended measuring method 
will prevent or prepare the installer for taking steps to keep 
the system level. 

    
 When measuring for a buck opening, always take the tallest 

height, and the widest width.   
 







 80%-95% exterior Phifer Suntex Products 

 Phifer Tuff Screen for insect control 


